My Sister

0. My Sister - Story Preface
1. Lewy
2. Lost
3. Dreams
4. Enter My World
5. The House of Memories
6. Wanderers
7. The Feather
8. Spouse
9. Sitting on a Cement Bench
10. Watching a Movie
11. The Puppy
12. Lost Thoughts
13. Changing
14. Confusion
15. My Sister
16. Trapped Thoughts
17. In a Warm Comfy Bed
18. Man Dressed in Black
19. Lost Time
20. Beauty Unfaded
21. Tell Me a Story
22. Her Husband
23. Appreciate the Beauty of One
24. The Bath
25. The Key
26. Memories
27. Eyes
28. The Maple Tree
29. Death

MY SISTER
By Janice Veldman

She came
bringing her presence
light when I no longer
could open my eyes
she knew not to bring flowers
for they all die
leaving a stench
filling the room
with the unwanted smell of death
she came in the winter
when it was cold
she brought a bulb
taking her time
she gently
planted the bulb
deep within the soil of my heart
leaving with it the hope of spring
when it would bloom
bringing a scent
reminding me of her presence
she sat next to me
quietly spoke
when I no longer could speak
said thank you
when I uttered a few grunts
for she knew me well
understanding what I said
took my hand gently squeezed it
though I could not squeeze hers
bringing me comfort
when I no longer could find it on my own
she had to leave
of course, they all have to leave
but when she left
she left something behind
the lingering gift of presence
who but her
could do such a thing
only one
my sister
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